In this section, we will first discuss the new software archilinks). Therefore, each time the NIProxy successfully fintecture, after which we will highlight its improvements by ished probing the network connection of a client, it comcomparing it with the software architecture of the original bines the outcome with the measurements obtained during proxy server. previous probing iterations to estimate the future state of a A schematic overview of the NIProxy's software archiclient's network connection. In addition, the NIProxy's nettecture is given in figure 1 . As is illustrated in this figure, work awareness also encompasses knowledge of the bandthe software architecture on the one hand comprises a numwidth requirements of network streams. It acquires this ber of static components that are not related to a particuknowledge by monitoring the network streams that pass lar client. Examples include the Network Probing module through it and by recording their bandwidth consumption. and the Client Administration module. On the other hand, To obtain its application awareness on the other hand, the the NIProxy also maintains a number ofpacket processing NIProxy relies on a support library called the Network Inchain instances, one for each client that is currently contelligence Layer (NILayer). This NILayer needs to be intenected to it -we will call these proxy clients from now on. grated in the client software, where it needs to be interfaced Before possibly being forwarded, network packets arriving with the application's awareness manager. Once incorpoat the NIProxy need to pass through the packet processing rated, the NILayer regularly queries the awareness manager chain of the proxy client for which they are destined. Durto retrieve application-related information, which it subseing this passage, packets are accompanied by a description quently forwards to the NIProxy to which the client is conof the network stream to which they belong. As can be seen in figure 1 , the Bandwidth Manager actuService Manager: manages the loading and unloading of ally appears twice in the packet processing chain. The first services on behalf of its associated proxy client and time it is accessed, it simply ensures that a blocked packet applies the currently loaded services on the network does not continue its traversal of the packet processing packets it receives chain. Instead, a description of the network stream to which Packet Forwarder: is responsible for forwarding comthe packet belongs is generated, which is subsequently sent pletely processed packets to the proxy client to the proxy client by the Packet Forwarder. As will be discussed in section 4, it is the responsibility ofthe proxy client Of these components, the Bandwidth Manager and the Serto subsequently decide how the NIProxy should treat future vice Manager are the most important ones, and they are depackets belonging to this network stream. The second ocscribed in more detail next. Before continuing however, it is currence of the Bandwidth Manager in the packet processimportant to note that every packet processing chain stands ing chain on the other hand guarantees that only packets for completely on its own. In particular, from within one packet which it computed an accept verdict (i.e. packets belonging processing chain, it is impossible to address components beto a network stream for which the bandwidth distribution longing to another packet processing chain.
algorithm has reserved client bandwidth) are transmitted to The Bandwidth Manager has access to the NIProxy's the proxy client. Packets with a drop verdict are not handed bandwidth distribution algorithm, which will be described over to the Packet Forwarder but instead are discarded at in section 4. Every time the Bandwidth Manager is handed a this point in the packet processing chain to ensure they do network packet, it consults this algorithm to compute a vernot consume any client bandwidth. dict for it. At the moment, the Bandwidth Manager defines Besides managing client downstream bandwidth, the of consulting and even influencing the bandwidth distribua packet, it passes it to the currently loaded services that tion strategy which the NIProxy has computed for its assohave registered interest for the network stream to which the ciated proxy client. As will be demonstrated in section 5, packet belongs2. The interested services are traversed in supporting interaction between services and the bandwidth the order in which they were loaded, meaning the firstly distribution algorithm allows for the creation of services loaded service will be the first to receive the packet, and so that have a level of performance and efficiency which could on. Services are allowed to alter the contents of the packnever be achieved by the original proxy server. Another ets they receive (for instance, in case of a video frame, by advantage is that the software architecture of the NIProxy transcoding it to a lower quality); if they do so, subsequent no longer depends on the netfilter/iptables framework. This services will receive the altered version ofthe packet instead framework, which provides packet filtering and packet manof the original version (i.e. the transcoded video frame ingling functionality on the GNU/Linux operating system [9] , stead of the original). As a result, when carefully geared was exploited extensively by the original version of the to each other, multiple services can collaborate on a single proxy server. However, by relying on this framework, denetwork stream. Also note that since each proxy client has ployment of the original proxy server was confined to netits individual instance of the Service Manager component, work nodes running GNU/Linux. the NIProxy is capable of providing each client with a personalized service list that is tailored to the client's specific 4. Client bandwidth management needs and/or constraints.
There are a number of advantages associated with our The first QoE-improving mechanism supported by the design decision to implement the NIProxy's service proviNIProxy is dynamic client bandwidth management. The sion functionality through a plug-in mechanism. First of bandwidth distribution algorithm employed by the NIProxy all, it simplifies and speeds up the process of adding new was previously presented in [7] . Since then, we seriously services to the NIProxy: providing a new service never rerefactored the algorithm to improve its robustness and perquires that changes are made to the NIProxy's general softformance. Consequently, compared to its original version, ware architecture; instead, it suffices to simply implement the algorithm is now capable of producing better and more a new NIProxy plug-in. This also implies that extensive stable results. However, the algorithm's underlying princiknowledge of the internals of the NlProxy is not required ples were left untouched. A fully detailed discussion of the to successfully develop NIProxy services. Consequently, a internals of the algorithm is therefore not in order in this second advantage of the plug-in mechanism is that it enpaper. We nonetheless summarize it in this section, since ables third-party service development. Thirdly, it allows for knowledge of the algorithm's mode of operation is required the provision of complex services by composing multiple, to comprehend the material described in sections 5 and 6. smaller services. Finally, although the plug-ins physically
The bandwidth distribution algorithm manages proxy reside at the NIProxy, they can be conceptually thought of client downstream bandwidth by arranging all network as being part of the networked application they are supportstreams in which a proxy client is interested in a stream hiing. Consequently, NIProxy plug-ins need not be generic erarchy. Actual network streams are always represented as but instead can exploit application-specific knowledge and leaf nodes in this hierarchy, while internal nodes implement functionality. In effect, the plug-in mechanism neatly sepaa certain bandwidth distribution technique. Currently, three rates services from the rest of the NIProxy's software architypes of intemal nodes are available: tecture, which is completely application-independent. This design increases the applicability ofthe NIProxy since it enMutex: ensures at all times that at most one of its children ables the NIProxy to provide valuable and efficient services is assigned bandwidth; a mutex is the simplest type of for a wide variety of networked applications.
internal node and it is useful for, for instance, grouping Compared to the software architecture of the original together multiple qualities of the same stream proxy server, the new software architecture is much more Priority: assigns bandwidth to its children according to robust and flexible. Probably the most important improvetheir current non value i.e. bandwidth is first alloment is that the NIProxy's bandwidth management compo-. ty ' cated to the child with the highest priority, any remainnent and service provision mechanism no longer are isoing bandwidth is subsequently allocated to the child lated entities but instead can interact with each other. As iS illustrated in figure 1 Weight: apportions bandwidth among its children in two results, the last option should be adhered to for all multimeconsecutive passes; pass 1 ensures that the combined dia network streams in which the proxy client is interested. bandwidth usage of all child nodes does not exceed b a An example stream hierarchy is illustrated in figure 2 . As application-specific information is available to the NIProxy can be seen, the root of the hierarchy consists of a priority by choosing an appropriate general structure for the client's node and has two children, which are both of type weight.
n d w i d t h u s a g e o f a n h i l d t a bes t o e s o t h weit
stream hierarchy (e.g. to reflect that audio has a higher sigThese weight nodes have priority 2 and 1 respectively, and nificance than video). However, all functionality required respectively group together all audio and video streams in to actually construct the client's stream hierarchy is readwhich the proxy client is interested. Consequently, bandily available in the NILayer. Similarly, the client softwidth will first be allocated to audio; if afterwards any bandware needs to inform its NIProxy of the relative imporwidth remains (i.e. more bandwidth is available than all autance of individual network streams. This information can dio streams jointly consume), it is allocated to video. In this be retrieved by querying the application's awareness manexample, the networked application apparently did not deager, after which it needs to be translated to appropriate fine multiple audio qualities and, as a result, individual auweight and/or priority values. While this is an applicationdio streams were added to the grouping audio weight node specific issue, the task of subsequently communicating the as direct children (i.e. the nodes Al till An). On the other computed values to the client's NIProxy is applicationhand, the application transmitted both a high quality (HQ) independent and is thus taken care of by the NILayer. and low quality (LQ) version of each video stream. It would
The bandwidth distribution algorithm exploits not only be highly bandwidth-inefficient for a proxy client to receive the NIProxy's application awareness, but also its network both versions simultaneously, since they differ only in their awareness. Remember that the NIProxy periodically probes encoding and otherwise contain exactly the same content. the network link of a connected client to estimate its Therefore, before being added to the video weight node, the currently available downstream bandwidth. Exactly this HQ and LQ variants of each individual video stream were amount of bandwidth is subsequently assigned to the root grouped together using a mutex node.
node of the client's stream hierarchy, this way preventing the bandwidth distribution algorithm from allocating more of the node that corresponds to the original video stream. bandwidth than is actually available. As a result, given that Furthermore, since the Stream Manager precedes the Serthe network probing yields sufficiently accurate bandwidth vice Manager in the packet processing chain (see figure 1) , estimates, the capacity of a client's network connection will the NIProxy has no knowledge of the bandwidth usage of at all times be respected. On the other hand, the NIProxy's transcoded video streams. Consequently, this information network awareness also comprises knowledge of the bandis also supplied by the video transcoding service. To adjust width requirements ofnetwork streams and this information the proxy client's stream hierarchy and to complement the of course also influences the operation of the bandwidth disNIProxy's network awareness, the video transcoding sertribution algorithm. For instance, specifying that a certain vice exploits its interface to the proxy client's Bandwidth stream has a high significance by assigning its correspondand Stream Manager, respectively. ing hierarchy node a high weight value does not guarantee When the video transcoding service is loaded, it informs that the stream will actually be "turned on" by the bandthe Service Manager of its interest in video streams. Conwidth distribution algorithm. If siblings exist that have an sequently, the service will receive all video frames (i.e. netequally high weight value but require less bandwidth, these work packets belonging to a video stream) that are destined siblings will have a higher chance of being forwarded to the for its associated proxy client. To determine whether the proxy client.
video frames it receives need to be transcoded, the service consults the proxy client's Bandwidth Manager instance. In
An example service: Video transcoding particular, transcoding only takes place if the Bandwidth
Manager computes an accept verdict for the transcoded verThe second QoE-improving mechanism supported by the sion of the video stream to which the received packet beNIProxy is multimedia service provision. As stated in seclongs. Ifthis is the case, the original video frame is replaced tion 3, this mechanism is implemented using a plug-in apby its transcoded counterpart, and the description accomproach. More specifically, services correspond to NIProxy panying the packet is updated so that it now indicates that plug-ins that can be loaded (and unloaded) dynamically. In the frame belongs to the transcoded version of the video this section, we discuss the implementation of an example stream. Consequently, subsequent services in the proxy plug-in which provides a video transcoding service. In adclient's service list that are also interested in video will redition, we will illustrate how the plug-in exploits its interceive the transcoded video frame instead of the original. In face to the Bandwidth and Stream Manager to not only conaddition, the second occurrence of the Bandwidth Manager sult but also supplement the NIProxy's network and appliin the proxy client's packet processing chain (see figure 1 ) cation awareness. Practical results generated by the video will also receive the transcoded video frame, together with transcoding service are presented in section 6.
its modified accompanying description, and accept it. NoThe video transcoding service enables the NIProxy to tice that in case the description had not been updated by the reduce the bandwidth requirements of video streams by video transcoding service, the Bandwidth Manager would transcoding them to a lower quality. Since the service is probably have decided to drop the packet, since it is unmerely a proof of concept, we were concerned more with likely that the bandwidth distribution algorithm would alloease of implementation than with transcoding performance.
cate bandwidth to both the original and the transcoded verConsequently, we decided to employ the cascaded pixelsion of the same stream. domain approach to transcoding [11] . In this approach, a video stream is transcoded by decoding and subsequently 6. Evaluation completely re-encoding it with different quality settings. To 6.1. Test application perform the actual decoding and encoding, we exploited libavcodec, the multi-platform audio and video codec liTo evaluate and test the NIProxy, we used a simple inbrary of the open source FFMPEG project [2] .
house developed Networked Virtual Environment (NVE)
Instead of physically arriving at the NIProxy, transcoded application. This application, which is leveraged regularly video streams are automatically generated by the video by our research department to test new ideas and principles, transcoding service. Consequently, the NIProxy has by de- provides users with a top-down 2D view of the shared virfault no knowledge ofthe existence ofthese streams. Theretual world and allows them to communicate with each other fore, for each distinct video stream it receives, the video through both voice and video streaming. transcoding service adds a new node to the stream hierarBefore we could start the test process, we had to modify chy of its associated proxy client3. This new node is linked the test application so that it was capable of connecting to to the transcoded video stream and is added as a sibling the NIProxy and, in a later stage, of providing the NIProxy 3Remember from section 3 that each service instance is associated with with application awareness. However, this task was simplia particular proxy client.
fled tremendously thanks to the availability of the NILayer. Due to the video transcoding service, the NIProxy is in such assigned the lowest. However, at the end of the first intersituations capable of still forwarding some of these video val, the proxy client moved to a new virtual location, which streams to the proxy client, albeit in a lower quality. resulted in shifts in stream importance. In particular, durFor reasons of completeness, we conclude this section ing the second and third interval, C1 's video stream was aswith some remarks on the experiment and the presented resigned the highest weight since C I was now located closest sults. First, notice from figure 3(c) that not all original video to the proxy client and in addition lay in the proxy client's streams consumed equal amounts of network bandwidth. FOV. Furthermore, although the virtual distance between For instance, the original version of C3's video stream conthe proxy client and clients C2 and C3 was almost identisumed considerably more bandwidth than the video streams cal, C2's video stream was assigned a higher weight value sent out by C1 and C2. This can be attributed to the fact since C3 was located outside of the proxy client's FOV.
that the webcams of clients Cl and C2 captured a static Based on the just described stream hierarchy, the scene which did not change at all during the experiment, NIProxy distributed the proxy client's downstream bandwhile C3's webcam captured the face of a user. Also note width as illustrated in figure 3(c) 
